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FPLE comments on July 2007 draft Guidelines for reducing impacts to birds and bats
from wind energy development
"Paul Vercruyssen" , "Linehan, Andrew" ,
CC:
Attachments: "Paul Vercruyssen" , "Linehan, Andrew" ,

Please accept these comments from FPL Energy Project Management Inc. (FPLE) on the July 2007 draft
Guidelines for reducing impacts to birds and bats from wind energy development.
SusanRick: I assume that by copying this e-mail to "docket@energy.state.ca.us" this will, in fact, be
formally docketed. Please let me know if I need to handle this differently.
Thanks as always to the CECICDFG staff for all the hard work.
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(See attachedfile: FPL Energy Comments Aug 2007.doc)
Kenneth Stein, J.D., EnvironmentalPermitting
FPL, 700 Universe Blvd., MS JESIJB, Juno Beach FL, 33408
561-691-2216(office); 561-762-5875(cell); 561-691-7049(fax)
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Additional Comments From FPL Energy Project Management, Inc. on
July 2007 Draft of CECICDFG "Statewide Guidelines for Reducing
Impacts to Birds and Bats from Wind Energy Development"
(August 22,2007)

FPL Energy Project Management, Inc. (FPLE) continues to support the development of
statewide guidelines that serve to promote wind energy development while minimizing
impacts to birds and bats. However, due to several critical problems with the current
draft, FPLE cannot support the guidelines in their current form.
FPLE, along with several other wind energy companies, continues to work through
CEERT to communicate its comments on key aspects of the guidelines. Accordingly,
FPLE's comments on the July draft should be read in conjunction with CEERT's
comments on the July draft (and previous drafts).
FPLE has been an active participant the guidelines development process and commends
the CEC and CDFG staff for their hard work in attempting to tackle complicated issues
through a multi-stakeholder process. Up until the second major draft of the guidelines
issued in April of this year, that process involved an open, productive exchange of ideas
and opinions among the various stakeholders. However, that dialogue essentially ceased
after the April draft was issued. CEERTIFPLE made several comments on the April
draft, and while we were happy to see that many of them were accepted, many were not.
We were informed at the public hearing on August 13 that we would not receive an
explanation as to why those comments were not accepted until September when the final
guidelines are issued. This is inconsistent with the consensus-building process the
CECICDFG has been promoting. Therefore, we respectively request, either in writing or
via a more informal verbal exchange, an explanation as to why those comments were not
accepted and an opportunity to provide more data and information in the event that our
comments may have been misunderstood. This exchange should take place before the
CECICDFG staff generate what we understand will be the final draft to be adopted by the
Commission.
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FPLE's comments on the July draft are presented below. None of them are new - they
are for the most part a reiteration of comments that were submitted on previous drafts.
Again, these comments should be read in conjunction with CEERT's comments since
FPLE contributed to that effort.

